Proptosis as a presenting sign of extradural haematoma
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Abstract
A conscious 15-year-old boy presented with progressive proptosis and a severe headache 2 weeks after minor blunt trauma to the head. No neurological deficit was present. Computed tomography demonstrated intracranial and intraorbital cyst-like masses. At craniotomy a subacute extradural haematoma was found which communicated with an orbital subperiosteal haematoma through a shelved orbital roof fracture. The haematomas were drained and the patient made an uneventful post-operative recovery. Although rare, an extradural haemorrhage should be considered in any patient presenting to an ophthalmologist with progressive proptosis and headache following a head injury.

Proptosis is a rare manifestation of extradural haemorrhage. To our knowledge, this association has been reported previously in only 10 cases and no reports have appeared in the ophthalmic literature. We report a unique case where proptosis and headache were the only presenting features of an extradural haematoma in a conscious 15-year-old boy.

Case report
A 15-year-old boy from a rural South African village presented to the ophthalmology department at Groote Schuur Hospital complaining of left-sided proptosis and a persistent throbbing frontal headache. Two weeks previously he had bumped his head during a game of football. He did not lose consciousness at any time. The proptosis had been noticed immediately after the trauma and had gradually increased. He had no associated nausea, vomiting, or other neurological symptoms.

On examination the patient was fully conscious with a normal affect and a Glasgow coma scale* of 15/15. He had no neck stiffness, cranial nerve palsies, or any other localising signs. His neurological status remained unchanged throughout his hospital stay.

The visual acuity in the right eye was 6/6 and in the left 6/9. On the left, 8 mm of non-axial proptosis was present (Fig 1). There was no bruit, the proptosis was not posture dependent, and no change was found with the Valsalva manoeuvre. There was marked limitation of elevation and slight limitation of depression, abduction, and adduction. Fundal examination of the left eye revealed a hyperaemic disc, absence of spontaneous venous pulsation, and slightly dilated and tortuous retinal veins. There were horizontal choroidal folds in the left macula. The right eye was normal.

Ultrasound of the left orbit revealed a retrobulbar soft tissue mass. Skull x ray and orbital x ray showed no bony abnormality. Computed tomography (CT) demonstrated a large left-sided frontal intracranial cyst-like mass (Fig 2). There was midline shift with distortion of the falx cerebri and compression of the ventricular system. In addition a cyst-like mass of similar density was noted in the posterior superior aspect of the orbit, displacing the globe forward and inferiorly (Fig 2). No orbital roof fracture was demonstrated. Full blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, chest x ray, and ultrasound examination of the liver were normal. The Echinococcus granulosa indirect haemagglutination test was negative.

The patient subsequently underwent a left frontal craniotomy so that an excision biopsy of the intracranial 'cyst' could be performed. On elevating the frontal bone a large subacute extradural haematoma was found and drained. The haematoma was evacuated and a shelved linear fracture of the left orbital roof was discovered. On entering the orbit an encapsulated subperiosteal haematoma in the superior medial aspect of the orbit was found to be displacing the globe

* The Glasgow coma scale is a standardised method of scoring the level of consciousness for the purpose of clinical comparison and estimation of prognosis. The higher the score the higher the level of consciousness and the better the prognosis.
infralaterally and forward. The subperiosteal haematoma was evacuated. Postoperatively the patient made an uneventful recovery with no neurological deficit. The proptosis slowly diminished and at the last postoperative visit (3 months after surgery) had returned to normal with no residual limitation of eye movements.

Comment
The differential diagnosis of cystic lesions of the orbit and cranial cavity includes hydatid cyst (relatively common in a rural South African setting), sinus mucocele, dermoid cyst, aneurysmal bone cyst, cholesteatoma, orbital teratoma, encephalocele, and haematic cyst.7-9 While patients with haematic cysts of the orbit usually present with a subperiosteal mass months to years after blunt trauma, there has been a report of a haematic cyst presenting within 2 weeks post trauma.8-9 Haematic cysts have been associated with spontaneous haemorrhage, blood dyscrasias, vascular disease, lymphangiomas, and cavernous haemangiomas.7 Although haematic cysts may erode through the bony orbit, an association with an extradural haematoma has not been described.8-9 In this case, the finding of an extradural and orbital haematoma at the time of surgery was unexpected, particularly as the boy was conscious without neurological deficit. A similar neuro-radiological clinical picture associated with an extradural haematoma has been previously reported, although in that case progressive depression of consciousness occurred.4

An extradural haematoma is a life-threatening condition with a mortality rate in children of up to 50%.6 Computed tomography has resulted in earlier diagnosis of extradural haematoma and consequently a better prognosis.6-11 The clinical features of an extradural haematoma are variable, but the findings of a normal neurological examination and normal mental status in the presence of an extradural haematoma is extremely rare.11 Clinical features warranting the diagnosis of an extradural haematoma after head injury may develop in a period ranging from less than 1 hour to 14 days.12 Our case was therefore atypical in presentation.

In the 10 previously reported cases of extradural haematoma associated with proptosis, a subfrontal or frontal haematoma was found in eight cases.1 A retrobulbar haemorrhage was reported in only two cases, both of whom had an orbital roof fracture. This case illustrates that an extradural haemorrhage may be the cause of a post-traumatic headache, even in the absence of neurological signs.1 Although rare, this diagnosis should be considered in any patient with cyst-like intraorbital and intracranial lesions on CT scan, particularly where a history of head injury and progressive proptosis is obtained.
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